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Adapting to Dynamic Stimulus-Response Values:
Differential Contributions of Inferior Frontal, Dorsomedial,
and Dorsolateral Regions of Prefrontal Cortex to Decision
Making
Derek G. V. Mitchell,1,2 Qian Luo,4 Shelley B. Avny,5 Tomasz Kasprzycki,1,2 Karanvir Gupta,1,2 Gang Chen,4
Elizabeth C. Finger,3 and R. James R. Blair 4
Departments of 1Psychiatry, 2Anatomy & Cell Biology, and 3Clinical Neurological Sciences, Schulich School of Medicine & Dentistry, The University of
Western Ontario, London, Ontario N6A 5A5, Canada, 4National Institute of Mental Health, National Institutes of Health, Department of Health and Human
Services, Bethesda, Maryland 20892, and 5Department of Psychology, Virginia Commonwealth University, Richmond, Virginia 23284
Dorsomedial prefrontal cortex (dmPFC), dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC), and inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) have all been implicated
in resolving decision conflict whether this conflict is generated by having to select between responses of similar value or by making
selections following a reversal in reinforcement contingencies. However, work distinguishing their individual functional contributions
remains preliminary. We used functional magnetic resonance imaging to delineate the functional role of these systems with regard to
both forms of decision conflict. Within dmPFC and dlPFC, blood oxygen level-dependent responses increased in response to decision
conflict regardless of whether the conflict occurred in the context of a reduction in the difference in relative value between objects, or an
error following a reversal of reinforcement contingencies. Conjunction analysis confirmed that overlapping regions of dmPFC and dlPFC
were activated by both forms of decision conflict. Unlike these regions, however, activity in IFG was not modulated by reductions in the
relative value of available options. Moreover, although all three regions of prefrontal cortex showed enhanced activity to reversal errors,
only dmPFC and dlPFC were also modulated by the magnitude of value change during the reversal. These data are interpreted with
reference to models of dmPFC, dlPFC, and IFG functioning.
Introduction
Optimal decision-making requires selecting the response that
yields the greatest value. In many situations, however, specific
responses do not elicit constant levels of reward. Instead, the
reward associated with a given response may fluctuate over time
and across contexts, leading to changes in the level of decision
conflict. Decision conflict is defined as the degree of competition
between responses initiated by the stimulus (i.e., the relative ex-
tent to which a particular response is primed by a given stimulus).
Core regions of prefrontal cortex implicated in this form of flex-
ible decision making include dorsomedial prefrontal cortex
(dmPFC), dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC), and inferior
frontal gyrus (IFG) (Ernst et al., 2004; Rogers et al., 2004). Con-
siderable data suggest that at least two of these regions, dmPFC
and dlPFC, are involved in resolving conflict in Stroop-like par-
adigms (Carter et al., 1999; Botvinick et al., 2004). In addition,
dmPFC, dlPFC, and IFG have each been implicated in resolving
decision conflict whether this conflict is generated by having
to select between responses of similar value (Blair et al., 2006;
Pochon et al., 2008) or by making selections following a reversal
in reinforcement contingencies (Cools et al., 2002; O’Doherty et
al., 2003; Remijnse et al., 2005). However, selecting between two
options of similar value and reversal learning potentially embody
different forms of decision conflict. For example, whereas the
former example involves conflict generated by reward differen-
tial, the latter would involve overruling a previously learned re-
sponse. These key differences raise the possibility that regions of
prefrontal cortex make distinct contributions to resolving deci-
sion conflict. This appears particularly likely given accounts
stressing functional specialization within dissociable regions of
frontal cortex. Thus, it has been argued that dmPFC is implicated
in response conflict detection (cf. Carter et al., 1999; Botvinick et
al., 2004), error detection (Holroyd et al., 2004), or action-
reinforcement learning (Rushworth et al., 2007). In contrast,
dlPFC is implicated in maintaining stimulus information against
interference from competing nontarget stimuli (Casey et al.,
2001), selecting context-appropriate representations (Liu et al.,
2006; Hester et al., 2007), or classifying representations with re-
spect to a criterion (Han et al., 2009). Last, IFG is implicated in
the selection of appropriate motor responses (Rushworth et al.,
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2005; Budhani et al., 2007), processing punishment information
(O’Doherty et al., 2001), or the inhibition of prepotent responses
(Casey et al., 2001). However, the extent of overlap between neu-
ral regions activated by decision conflict during dynamic changes
in relative reward value and decision conflict generated by a re-
versal of value remains unclear.
The current study tests two contrasting hypotheses regarding
the functional contribution of dmPFC, dlPFC, and IFG in resolv-
ing decision conflict. The first suggests that all three regions are
implicated in both forms of decision conflict with dmPFC detect-
ing conflict (cf. Carter et al., 1999; Botvinick et al., 2004), dlPFC
enhancing attention to relevant stimulus features (MacDonald et
al., 2000), and IFG selecting an appropriate motor response
(Rushworth et al., 2005; Budhani et al., 2007). This hypothesis
implies significant conjunction of activity across these regions for
decision conflict whether it is encountered by changes in reward
differential or by reversal learning. A second possibility suggests
greater functional specialization with recruitment of dmPFC and
dlPFC during both forms of decision conflict, but recruitment of
IFG only when a suboptimal response must change. We tested
these contrasting hypotheses using a novel instrumental learning
task that included both forms of decision conflict: (1) conflict
generated by dynamic changes in reward differentials associated
with available choices over time (either increasing or decreasing
reward differentials); and (2) conflict generated by reversing the
reward contingencies.
Materials and Methods
Participants. Twenty-two subjects participated in the study. Three sub-
jects were excluded due to technical difficulties (user-interface, scanner,
or computer failure) and their data were not analyzed, leaving 19 partic-
ipants in total (10 female and 9 male) aged 21–50 years (mean  29.6;
SD  8.6). Three subjects did not show evidence of reversal learning
(performance was 2 SDs or more below the mean) and were excluded
from the functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) analysis leaving
16 participants (8 female, age range 21–50, mean 29.19, SD 8.53). All
participants underwent a medical exam performed by a physician, were
free of psychotropic medication, and were screened with the Structured
Clinical Interview for DSM-IV (First et al., 1997) to exclude those with a
history of psychiatric or neurological disorder. Before proceeding to the
fMRI scanner, all participants completed an abbreviated practice version
of the task consisting of 48 trials to ensure that they understood the
objectives of the task and were proficient in their responding.
fMRI data acquisition. Subjects were scanned during task performance
using a 1.5 Tesla GE Signa scanner in a supine position while in a light
head restraint to limit head movement. Functional images were acquired
with a gradient echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequence (repetition time 
3000 ms, echo time  40 ms, 64  64 matrix, flip angle 90°, field of view
24 cm). Coverage was obtained with 29 axial slices (thickness 4 mm;
in-plane resolution, 3.75  3.75 mm). A high-resolution anatomical scan
(three-dimensional spoiled GRASS; repetition time  8.1 ms, echo
time  3.2 ms; field of view  24 cm; flip angle  20°; 124 axial slices;
thickness  1.0 mm; 256  256 matrix) in register with the EPI dataset
was obtained covering the whole brain.
Experimental task. We developed a novel object discrimination task in
which participants made operant responses for positive reinforcement
Figure 1. An example of the stimuli and reinforcement contingencies used to determine the impact of varying reward differential on BOLD responding (blocks 1–3). In a given run, four distinct
object pairs were used. Two object pairs corresponded to the decreasing reward differential condition (left); the reward differential between these objects steadily declined across the blocks. Two
object pairs correspond to the increasing reward differential condition (right); the reward differential for these objects steadily increases across the blocks. In the fourth row, sample stimuli and
reinforcement contingencies used to determine the impact of varying the reward differential of reversals on the BOLD response are depicted (block 4). In a given run, two stimuli underwent a reversal
in contingencies (shown in the fourth row of columns 1 and 3), and two objects retained their original values (shown in the fourth row of columns 2 and 4). Of the two stimuli that reversed
contingencies, one involved a low-differential reversal (fourth row, column 1), and the second underwent a high-differential reversal (fourth row, column 3). Of the two control pairs that retained
their original values, one involved a low reward differential between objects within a pair (fourth row, column 2), and the other involved a high reward differential (fourth row, column 4).
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(token dollar amounts). The objective of the task was to maximize mon-
etary gains while response options underwent graded changes in rein-
forcement. On each trial, subjects selected one object (fractal image)
within a pair displayed against a white background. Subjects were told
that the values associated with the objects would be changing throughout
the task and that it may be necessary to alter their responding at any time.
Following each selection, subjects received reinforcement (e.g., “you win
$55”). The reward differed depending on their accuracy and the preas-
signed value of the selected image. Each trial lasted 3000 ms and involved
the presentation of a choice screen depicting the two objects (1750 ms), a
feedback display (1000 ms), and a fixation cross (250 ms). In addition, 32
fixation trials (also of 3000 ms duration) were presented per run to serve
as a baseline. Subjects responded during the choice screen by making
left/right button presses on keypads held in both hands. Within each pair,
object positions were counterbalanced so that they appeared equally on
the left and right side of the screen. The task was programmed in
E-Studio (Psychology Software Tools, 2002).
Varying the reward differential (blocks 1–3) (see Figure 1). In the first
three blocks, we manipulated the reward differential between four pairs
of objects across three blocks (each object pair was presented eight times
per block). For two of the pairs, the decreasing reward differential pairs,
the reward differential between the correct and incorrect object was ini-
tially high (e.g., $95 for correct responses vs $5 for incorrect responses).
The correct response then steadily decreased in value from block 1 to
block 3 (block 1: $95 vs $5; block 2: $75 vs $25; block 3: $55 vs $45); see
Figure 1. For the other two pairs, the increasing reward differential pairs,
the reward differential between the correct and incorrect object was ini-
tially low (e.g., $55 for correct responses vs $45 for incorrect responses).
The correct response then steadily increased across blocks 2 and 3 (block
1: $55 vs $45; block 2: $75 vs $25; block 3: $95 vs $5).
Low and high-differential reversals (block 4).
In the fourth block, two of the four object pairs
reversed reward values. One of the pairs, the
low-differential reversal pair, involved the
reversal of two objects of similar values (e.g.,
the object previously valued at $55 became the
“incorrect” object valued at $45; conversely,
the object previously valued at $45 became the
“correct” object valued at $55). The other re-
versed pair, the high-differential reversal pair,
involved the reversal of two objects with dis-
similar values (e.g., the object previously val-
ued at $95 became the “incorrect” object
valued at $5, and vice versa). Each reversal pair
had a corresponding control pair that retained
the same value across blocks 3 and 4. There
were therefore a total of four conditions in
block 4: low-differential reversal, low-differential
control, high-differential reversal, and high-
differential control.
Subjects completed four 8 min runs of the
task. Each run involved new stimuli with
unique reward values to ensure that partici-
pants learned new reinforcement values and contingencies each time. As
a consequence, participants received a total of 64 trials for each of the
variable reward differential conditions (blocks 1–3), and 32 trials for each
of the differential reversal conditions (block 4).
fMRI analysis. Data were analyzed within the framework of the general
linear model using the Analysis of Functional Neuroimages program
(AFNI) (Cox, 1996). Motion correction was performed by registering all
volumes in the EPI dataset to a volume collected shortly before the high-
resolution anatomical dataset was acquired. EPI datasets were spatially
smoothed (isotropic 6 mm Gaussian kernel) and converted into percent-
age signal change from the mean to reduce the effect of anatomical vari-
ability among the individual maps in generating group maps. The time
series data were normalized by dividing the signal intensity of a voxel at
each time point by the mean signal intensity of that voxel for each run,
and multiplying the result by 100. Resultant regression coefficients rep-
resented a percentage signal change from the mean. Regressors depicting
each of the trial types were created by convolving the train of stimulus
events with a -variate hemodynamic response function to account for
the slow hemodynamic response. The hemodynamic response function
was modeled across the trial. To control for voxelwise correlated drifting,
a baseline plus linear drift and quadratic trend were modeled in each
voxel’s time series. Voxelwise group analyses involved transforming
single-subject  coefficients into the standard coordinate space of Ta-
lairach and Tournoux, followed by a statistical analysis of the functional
data. Separate analyses were conducted for each of the two experimental
phases as described below.
Two separate regressor models of the data were developed. The first
regressor model investigated the blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD)
response associated with correct responding under the impact of
varying reward differentials (blocks 1–3). This variable reward differ-
ential analysis involved six separate regressors each depicted in Figure 1
(blocks 1–3): (1) high reward differential acquisition (block 1, pair 1 and
2); (2) low reward differential acquisition (block 1, pair 3 and 4); (3)
decreasing-value medium reward differential (block 2, pair 1 and 2);
(4) increasing-value medium reward differential (block 2, pair 3 and 4);
(5) low reward differential (block 3, pair 1 and 2); and (6) high reward
differential (block 3, pair 3 and 4). Errors were modeled as regressors of
no interest. The regressors of interest were then used to form the 2 (re-
ward differential: increasing or decreasing)  3 (block: 1, 2, or 3)
ANOVA of the BOLD response.
The second regressor model concentrated on the BOLD response as-
sociated with correct responding after varying the reward differential of
reversals (block 4). This low- and high-differential reversal analysis in-
volved four separate regressors depicted in Figure 1 (block 4): (1) low-
differential reversal (pair 1); (2) low-differential control (nonreversal,
pair 2); (3) high-differential reversal (pair 3); and (4) high-differential
Figure 2. Behavioral results from the experimental task reveal a significant reward differential  block interaction for error
rates ( y-axisproportion correct). Across blocks 2 and 3, error rates decreased as the reward differential between the two options
increased. Conversely, error rates increased when the reward differentials between the two pairs decreased ( p0.01). An ANOVA
conducted on the reversal learning phase of the task revealed a significant effect of reward differential; more errors were commit-
ted to low relative to high reward differentials. Participants also made significantly more errors to high-differential reversal pairs
relative to high-differential control pairs ( p  0.005). Error bars represent the SEM.
Table 1. Reward differential  block ANOVA
Anatomical location L/R BA x y z F Volume (mm 3)
Dorsolateral PFC L 8/9 43 12 40 10.46 3294
Medial PFC L 10 26 48 19 10.72 1782
Dorsomedial PFC R 6 8 16 52 9.97 1350
Caudate L  7 13 13 9.20 999
Middle frontal gyrus L 6 28 1 65 10.96 945
Superior parietal R 7 31 66 51 6.61 783
Precuneus/superior parietal R 7 12 72 63 6.08 729
Precuneus/superior parietal L 7 29 68 40 6.46 486
Caudate R 14 9 13 6.35 324
Reward differential (increasing vs decreasing)  block (1, 2, 3) interaction ( p  0.005; corrected for multiple
comparisons, p  0.05). BA, Brodmann’s area; L, left; R, right.
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control (nonreversal, pair 4). Using a similar
strategy as that used in previous studies
(O’Doherty et al., 2001; Budhani et al., 2007;
Mitchell et al., 2008), we contrasted reversal
errors with all correct control condition re-
sponses to identify regions involved in reversal
learning. The percentage signal change relative
to the mean within regions of interest (ROIs)
was then examined across conditions to deter-
mine whether the BOLD response within these
regions varied according to the magnitude of
change.
Last, a conjunction analysis was conducted
to determine the extent to which neural regions
sensitive to our reward differential manipula-
tion overlapped with those neural regions that
showed a differential BOLD response to re-
versal errors. We created a mask of the voxels
that were active during each of our statistical
maps of interest ([reversal errors vs correct
control] and [reward differential  block in-
teraction]) using a common threshold value
for each map ( p  0.005). Using the 3dCalc
function(http://afni.nimh.nih.gov/sscc/gangc/
ConjAna.html) in AFNI (Cox, 1996), we were
able to identify regions that were activated by
voxels that were modulated as a function of




Impact of varying reward differential
Our first ANOVA examined reward differential changes (i.e.,
blocks 1–3). A 2 (reward differential pair: increasing or de-
creasing)  3 (block: 1, 2, or 3) ANOVA was conducted on the
error data. This revealed a significant main effect of reward
differential (F(1,18)  56.43; p  0.001). Relative to pairs that
decreased their reward differential over time, subjects made
more errors to pairs that increased in reward differential over
time [i.e., object pairs that were initially similar in value (e.g.,
$55 vs $45), but became dissimilar in value ($95 vs $5)]. There
was also a significant main effect of block (F(2,36)  61.53;
p  0.001). Subjects made more errors in the first than in the
second or third block ( p  0.001). A significant reward dif-
ferential  block interaction also emerged (F(2,36)  17.91;
p  0.001). This interaction was notable in blocks 2 and 3 (see
Fig. 2). Across blocks 2 and 3, error rates for the increasing
reward differential pairs (block 2: $75 vs $25; block 3: $95 vs
$5) decreased significantly ( p  0.005). Conversely, across
blocks 2 and 3, error rates for the decreasing reward differen-
tial pairs (block 2: $75 vs $25; block 3: $55 vs $45) actually
increased significantly ( p  0.01).
Impact of reward differential on reversal
Our second ANOVA examined the reversal of high relative to low
reward differential pairs (block 4). A 2 (reward differential: low or
high)  2 (reversal: reversing or nonreversing) ANOVA was con-
ducted on the error data. This revealed a significant main effect of
reward differential; subjects made significantly more errors to the
low (block 4: $45 vs $55) relative to the high reward differential
(block 4: $5 vs $95) pairs (F(1,15)  18.70; p  0.005). The main
effect of reversal was not significant (F(1,15)  0.19; ns). However,
there was a significant reward differential  reversal interaction
(F(1,15)  16.84; p  0.005). Subjects made significantly more
errors to high-differential reversal stimuli than to high-differential
control pairs (those stimuli that had not changed value) (t  3.84;
p  0.005). In contrast, there was no significant difference be-
tween low-differential reversal and low-differential control con-
dition selections (t  1.65; p  0.10). Finally, subjects made
significantly more errors in the low- versus high-differential con-
trol condition (t  5.71; p  0.001), but not for the low- versus
high-differential reversals (t  1.22; p  0.20).
fMRI results
Impact of varying reward differential
Our initial analysis involved a 2 (reward differential pair: increas-
ing or decreasing)  3 (block: 1, 2, or 3) ANOVA on the whole-
brain BOLD response data ( p  0.005; corrected at p  0.05).
Figure 3. A significant interaction between reward differential (diff) and block ( p  0.05 corrected) was observed in dorso-
medial prefrontal cortex (top) and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (bottom). Notably, across blocks 2 and 3, percentage signal
change ( y-axis) in these regions decreased when the reward differential between two response options increased. Conversely,
activity in these regions increased when the reward differential between two response options decreased. Error bars represent the SEM.
Table 2. Reversal errors versus correct control condition selections
Anatomical location R/L BA x y z t Volume (mm 3)
Dorsomedial PFC R/L 6/32 6 15 60 5.38 12,123
Dorsolateral PFC L 46/9 36 16 26 5.28 432
Inferior frontal gyrus R 44/47 49 27 2 5.24 6615
Inferior frontal gyrus L 47 46 27 1 4.55 243
Insula L 47/13 27 16 6 4.42 1701
Superior frontal gyrus L 6 23 10 71 5.05 756
Ventromedial PFC L 25 7 20 17 6.01 297
Anterior cingulate cortex R 10 18 43 3 4.85 297
Middle temporal gyrus R 21 60 21 7 4.31 243
Superior temporal gyrus R 22 54 53 17 5.68 999
Inferior occipital gyrus R/L 18 3 77 2 5.13 6804
Fusiform gyrus L 19 34 65 22 3.92 8262
Thalamus/substantia nigra R/L 3 21 4 3.78 3051
Lingual gyrus R 18 20 76 10 5.51 675
Inferior parietal L 39 44 58 23 4.67 378
Superior parietal R 7 30 76 43 4.00 648
Caudate head L 6 7 8 4.89 594
Caudate head R 16 6 10 4.75 459
Caudate tail R 32 43 8 4.46 297
Cerebellum R 4 61 21 4.06 378
p  0.05 corrected for multiple comparisons. BA, Brodmann’s area; L, left; R, right.
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This analysis revealed main effects of reward differential pair and
block as well as our result of interest, the reward differential pair-
by-block interaction; see Table 1. Importantly the reward differ-
ential pair-by-block interaction was significant within both
dmPFC and dlPFC. However, no significant reward differen-
tial  block interaction was observed in IFG (Brodmann’s area
47, 44, or 45), even at a more liberal threshold ( p  0.01). Nota-
bly, and mirroring the behavioral data, the interaction emerged
in blocks 2 and 3 (see Fig. 3). This interaction was characterized
by greater activity in dmPFC and dlPFC to smaller reward differ-
entials regardless of block. Thus, across blocks 2 and 3, activity in
both dmPFC and dlPFC decreased for the increasing reward dif-
ferential pairs (block 2: $75 vs $25; block 3: $95 vs $5; p  0.05).
Conversely, across blocks 2 and 3, activity in dmPFC and dlPFC
increased for the decreasing reward differential pairs (block 2:
$75 vs $25; block 3: $55 vs $45; p  0.05 and p  0.065,
respectively).
Impact of reward differential
during reversals
In accordance with strategies used in
previous studies (O’Doherty et al., 2001;
Kringelbach and Rolls, 2003; Budhani et
al., 2007; Mitchell et al., 2008) to identify
regions critical for reversal learning, we
first contrasted the BOLD response to re-
versal errors with the BOLD response to
correct selections (Table 2). In line with
previous work, dmPFC, dlPFC and IFG
all showed significantly enhanced activ-
ity to reversal errors relative to correct re-
sponses (Figs. 4 and 5). These regions
formed our ROIs in subsequent analyses
to determine the impact of reward dif-
ferential during reversals. The resulting
paired t tests uncovered significantly en-
hanced activity to large- versus small-
differential correct reversals for dmPFC
(t  3.24; p  0.01) and left dlPFC (t 
3.34; p  0.005). In contrast, the percent-
age signal change in left and right IFG did
not differ significantly between these two
reversal conditions (t  1; ns).
Because our low- and high-differential
reversals also differed in reward magnitude,
the observed differences in percentage sig-
nal change to high versus low-differential
reversals may reflect choice properties spe-
cific to reward magnitude independent of
whether a reversal in contingencies had
occurred. To control for this potential
confound, we compared percentage signal
change within our ROIs during low- and
high-differential reversals relative to their
respective control conditions (those trials
that were of equal value but had not under-
gone a reversal in contingencies). Signifi-
cantly greater signal change was observed
to high-differential reversals versus high-
differential control conditions in both
dmPFC (t  2.52; p  0.05) and left
dlPFC (t  2.02; p  0.06). In contrast,
signal in left or right IFG did not distin-
guish between high-differential reversals
and high-differential control trials during correct selections (t 
1; ns). These results are consistent with the hypothesis that the
BOLD response within dmPFC and dlPFC was modulated by the
size of the differential reversal during correct responding rather
than by the magnitude of reinforcement alone.
Conjunction analysis
Our analysis showed that there was a differential BOLD response
in dmPFC and dlPFC for both reward differential and magnitude
of reward reversal. To test the hypothesis that similar regions of
dmPFC and dlPFC were involved in decision-making conflict
generated by both reward differential and reversal learning, we
conducted a conjunction analysis. Shown in Figure 6, the con-
junction of [reversal errors vs correct control] and [reward
differential  block interaction] ( p  0.005) revealed com-
mon areas of activity in both dmPFC (1242 mm 3) and dlPFC
(270 mm 3).
Figure 4. Both dmPFC (top) and dlPFC (bottom) showed significantly enhanced activity to reversal errors relative to correct
responses ( p  0.05, corrected). In addition, both regions were sensitive to the magnitude of the reversal differential showing
significantly enhanced activity to large versus small changes in value (*p  0.05; ‡p  0.06). Error bars represent the SEM.
Figure 5. Both right (top) and left (bottom) IFG showed significantly enhanced activity to reversal errors relative to correct
responses ( p  0.05, corrected). However, unlike dorsal regions of prefrontal cortex, activity in IFG was not significantly modu-
lated by the size of the change in reinforcement. Error bars represent the SEM.
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Discussion
The goal of this study was to delineate
the function of dmPFC, dlPFC, and IFG
in the context of two distinct sources of
decision conflict: conflict generated
through decreasing reward differentials
between available choices and conflict gen-
erated by reversing reinforcement contin-
gencies. We observed that activity in dmPFC
and dlPFC, but not IFG, was greater when
participants selected between two options
that were similar in value (had a low re-
ward differential) relative to options that
were dissimilar in value (had a high re-
ward differential). Notably, this effect of
reward differential was not restricted to
the initial learning of stimulus–response
associations; activity in this region
changed to reflect the updated levels of
decision conflict across trials. Specifically,
activity in dmPFC and dlPFC decreased
when the reward differential between two
options got larger, and increased when the
reward differential between two options
got smaller. Reversal errors were also associated with activity in
dmPFC and dlPFC. Moreover, greater activity in dmPFC and
dlPFC was observed to correct reversals in responding when
the stimuli underwent larger relative to smaller changes in
value. Importantly, a conjunction analysis revealed that the areas
of dmPFC and dlPFC activated by decision conflict generated by
diminishing reward differentials are highly overlapping with
those areas activated by reversal errors. In contrast, while IFG
showed clear activation to the decision conflict induced by rever-
sal errors, there was no indication of IFG activity to decision
conflict generated by smaller reward differentials. Even the re-
gion of IFG identified as responding to reversal errors showed no
significant response to decision conflict generated by smaller re-
ward differentials. Finally, IFG did not distinguish between rever-
sals in reward that involved larger relative to smaller changes in
value. In summary, whereas dmPFC and dlPFC were responsive
to both forms of decision conflict examined, IFG activity was
enhanced only when a suboptimal response had been made and
an alternative selection was warranted.
According to influential conflict monitoring accounts, dmPFC
signals instances of response conflict, triggering compensatory
adjustments in cognitive control via activity in dlPFC (Carter et
al., 1998, 1999; Botvinick et al., 2004). Subsequent studies have
supported the view that cognitive control is achieved by amplify-
ing cortical responses to task-relevant representations (Egner and
Hirsch, 2005). There have been suggestions that the functional
neuroanatomy of conflict resolution may differ depending on
whether the source of conflict is generated by “stimulus-based
conflict” or “response-based conflict” (Liu et al., 2006; Egner et
al., 2007). While this may be correct, the current data, particularly
the conjunction analysis, indicate that the resolution of conflict
generated by choosing between options of similar value and the
resolution of conflict generated by reversing reinforcement con-
tingencies involve overlapping areas of dmPFC and dlPFC.
Moreover, it is notable that the regions of dmPFC and dlPFC are
proximal to those identified in previous decision conflict studies
(Blair et al., 2006; Marsh et al., 2007; Pochon et al., 2008) as well
as those identified in previous work with tasks such as the Stroop
(Botvinick et al., 2004).
There are three features of the current results with respect to
dmPFC and dlPFC that are worthy of note. First, in line with
previous work (Blair et al., 2006; Pochon et al., 2008), both
dmPFC and dlPFC showed increased activity when choosing be-
tween response options that were similar in value (had a small
reward differential) relative to options that were dissimilar in
value (had a large reward differential). However, strikingly, ac-
tivity within dmPFC and dlPFC was modulated by this reward
differential even when the objects to be chosen between remained
the same. For objects whose reward differential increased across
blocks 2 and 3, activity in dmPFC and dlPFC decreased. How-
ever, for objects whose reward differential decreased across
blocks 2 and 3, activity in dmPFC and dlPFC increased. This was
true in both cases despite the fact that the correct response had
not changed. We interpret these data in terms of response
conflict resolution (cf. Carter et al., 1999; Botvinick et al.,
2004); as the differentials decreased, there is increased compe-
tition between the two response tendencies (respond toward
pattern 1 vs pattern 2) because the reward value differentiating
these response tendencies is reduced. While dmPFC appears
implicated in action-reinforcement learning (Kennerley et al.,
2006; Rushworth et al., 2007), we believe the current data support
its potentially additional role in decision conflict resolution. Activ-
ity in these regions was greatest in the first block, perhaps reflecting
action-reinforcement learning. However, activity in these regions
was also modulated by reward differential in blocks 2–3 when the
correct response had not changed. Activity in dmPFC and dlPFC
regions increased for stimuli whose reward differentials increased
across blocks 2 and 3, and decreased for stimuli whose reward
differentials increased across blocks 2 and 3). We believe our data
are compatible with the view that dmPFC’s role in conflict reso-
lution leads to the recruitment of dlPFC during decision making,
such that attention to relevant stimulus features is enhanced as a
function of the level of conflict (cf. Liu et al., 2006; Hester et al.,
2007).
Second, in block 2, it is notable that although the reward
differential between both increasing and decreasing pairs was
Figure 6. The results of a conjunction analysis ( p  0.005) demonstrate that overlapping areas of dlPFC (top left) and dmPFC
(bottom right) exist that respond to decision conflict whether it is conflict generated by low reward differentials or conflict
encountered during reversal learning.
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equal, there was significantly greater activity to the increasing
relative to the decreasing pairs. This finding is consistent with
suggestions that dmPFC plays a key role in integrating informa-
tion about actions and outcomes over time to guide responding
(Kennerley et al., 2006; Walton et al., 2007). However, data are
also compatible with the idea that superior learning associated
with the decreasing (high reward differential) pairs in block 1
meant less response conflict for these pairs relative to the increas-
ing (low reward differential) pairs in block 2 (cf. Carter et al.,
1999; Botvinick et al., 2004).
Third, while subjects were no more likely to make errors for
large reward differential reversals relative to small reward differ-
ential reversals, both dmPFC and dlPFC showed greater activity
for larger differential reversals. This pattern of activity may reflect
the higher volatility associated with a greater discrepancy between
past and current reward values in the larger versus smaller differ-
ential reversals (Rushworth and Behrens, 2008). In this situation,
there should be rapid behavioral adjustment on the basis of the re-
versed reward outcomes, particularly for the high-differential rever-
sals where the cost of error is particularly high. During the reversal
component of the task, we believe that there is a conflict between
the previous optimal response tendency (“respond toward pat-
tern 1”) and the new optimal response tendency (“respond to-
ward pattern 2”). Of course, it is notable that dmPFC has been
implicated in responding to errors (Holroyd et al., 2004). Follow-
ing previous literature, we identified these regions of dmPFC and
dlPFC with the contrast reversal errors versus correct responses
(O’Doherty et al., 2001; Budhani et al., 2007; Mitchell et al.,
2008). However, activity was significantly greater within both
regions for correct responses to high-differential reversal pairs
relative to low value reversal pairs. Furthermore, whereas these two
conditions did not differ significantly in error rate, they do differ in
terms of response conflict: the high-differential reversal involves re-
versing the tendency to “respond toward the previously high pattern
1” and instead “respond toward the previously low pattern 2.”
The current results have implications for attempts to distin-
guish the functional contribution to decision making of IFG rel-
ative to dmPFC and dlPFC. At present, there are two prevailing
views about how these regions interact to resolve decision con-
flict. The first suggests that whereas dmPFC is involved in conflict
detection (cf. Carter et al., 1999; Botvinick et al., 2004) and dlPFC
in resolving conflict through attentional means (MacDonald et
al., 2000), IFG is involved in selecting an appropriate motor re-
sponse (Rushworth et al., 2005; Budhani et al., 2007). This hy-
pothesis implies significant conjunction of activity across these
regions for decision conflict whether it is generated by reward
differentials or reversals of reward. A second possibility suggests
greater functional specialization with recruitment of dmPFC and
dlPFC to both forms of decision conflict, but recruitment of IFG
only when a suboptimal response must change. Our results sup-
port the latter suggestion; whereas activity in overlapping areas of
dmPFC and dlPFC reflected conflict generated by reward differ-
entials or a reversal in contingencies, IFG activity was enhanced
only when a suboptimal response had been made and a change
must take place on a subsequent trial. To our knowledge, this is
the first neuroimaging study to dissociate the functional contri-
bution to reversal learning of IFG from that of dlPFC and
dmPFC.
In the current study expected values were tied to specific stim-
uli rather than specific motor responses (either left or right but-
ton presses could be correct depending on the spatial location of
stimuli). As a consequence, we cannot rule out the possibility that
IFG may be sensitive to the reinforcement differential between
specific actions. In short, if we had manipulated the reward dif-
ferential between two actions with respect to a single stimulus
(e.g., the left vs right button) rather than the reward differential
between two stimuli, we might have seen modulation of IFG
rather than dlPFC. Future work that varies the reward value as-
sociated with specific actions rather than stimuli (cf. Tanaka et
al., 2008; Gläscher et al., 2009) is needed to address this unre-
solved issue. However, the current results do suggest at least in
the context of the form of object discrimination paradigm
used here, the production of a suboptimal response is neces-
sary for IFG activity. Moreover, it is important to note that
while IFG showed greater activity to reversal errors relative to
correct responses, activity in this region, unlike dmPFC and
dlPFC, was not influenced by whether the reversal involved a
high or low differential, a manipulation that should be related
to response competition.
Conclusions
In this study we demonstrated the complementary yet dissociable
roles that dmPFC, dlPFC, and IFG play with respect to decision
conflict. dmPFC and dlPFC were both responsive to increases in
decision conflict regardless of whether it was decision conflict
engendered by choosing between two objects of similar value, or
conflict encountered during reversal learning. Conjunction anal-
ysis showed that overlapping areas within these regions were ac-
tivated in each form of decision conflict. Moreover, whereas
dmPFC and dlPFC were responsive to conflict as a function of the
current and past stimulus-response values, IFG showed enhanced
responding only when a suboptimal response had been made. In
contrast, we found no evidence that activity in IFG was modu-
lated by either current or past reward differentials. These results
provide additional insight into the distinct functional contribu-
tions made by dorsal versus ventral regions of prefrontal cortex to
decision making.
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